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1. Extended Abstract

ecution are fundamentally required by most Android UI
testing tools to perform their duties, UI event monitoring
provides additional benefits for debugging and reusing
the generated test input traces. Specifically, we design
and build a new Android UI testing infrastructure named
T OLLER that performs the tasks underlying these three
interfaces directly within the same DalvikVM as the app
code. T OLLER avoids the overhead brought by complicated Android framework internal logistics as well as
Inter-Process Communications (IPC) among the app, the
Android framework processes, and the on-device agent
employed by UIAutomator.
To measure the end-to-end benefit of T OLLER, we integrate T OLLER with a production-quality Android UI
testing tool WCTester [3] and conduct experiments with
six widely-used industrial apps. T OLLER reduces the average time cost of obtaining UI hierarchy snapshots from
997ms to merely 33ms—a more than 30× speedup. The
average number of UI snapshots taken could increase
from 6307 to 25099 in three hours of testing. Integrating
with T OLLER, WCTester achieves a much higher average method coverage, from 22.30% to 27.61%, in three
hours of testing. According to our previous study [2],
such degree of improvements on some apps reaches or
even outperforms some of the best-performing UI testing
tools equipped with sophisticated modeling and analysis.

Automated User Interface (UI) testing has been widely
used for quality assurance during Android app development. Numerous Android UI testing tools have emerged
from both the research community and the industry after years of development. Monkey, a randomized Android UI input generator developed by Google, is one
of the earliest efforts in this direction. Authors of various tools developed after Monkey have all claimed that
their tools can perform superiorly to Monkey based on
more sophisticated app modeling and analysis; however,
recent work [1, 2] shows that many of these tools barely
outperform Monkey, despite their more advanced design.
The arising question is how to improve these testing tools
to achieve better testing effectiveness in practice?
As a step toward this goal, we propose improving an
important part of Android UI testing tool implementation that has been constantly overlooked by researchers
and practitioners: the infrastructure support, which provides interfaces to enable tool developers to obtain necessary runtime information and take actions accordingly
on the app under test. While such support is supposed
to be entirely provided by the Android framework, it
can make huge impacts on UI testing tools’ overall efficiency, contributing to their surprisingly disappointing
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